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Abstract Lack of experience, inadequate documentation, and sub-optimal
API design frequently cause developers to make mistakes when re-using third-
party implementations. Such API misuses can result in unintended behavior,
performance losses, or software crashes. Therefore, current research aims to
automatically detect such misuses by comparing the way a developer used an
API to previously inferred patterns of the correct API usage. While research
has made significant progress, these techniques have not yet been adopted in
practice. In part, this is due to the still high numbers of false-positive patterns,
but also due to the lack of a process capable of seamlessly integrating with
software development processes.
In this paper, we target both problems: (a) by providing a method which
increases the likelihood of finding relevant and true-positive patterns concern-
ing a given set of code changes and (b) by introducing a just-in-time API
misuse detection process which analyzes changes at the time of commit.
Particularly, we introduce different, lightweight code search and filtering
strategies and evaluated them on 37 real-world API misuses to determine their
usefulness in finding relevant API usage patterns.
Our main results are (1) commit-based search with subsequent filtering
effectively decreases the amount of code to be analyzed, (2) in particular
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2 Sebastian Nielebock et al.
method-level filtering is superior to file-level filtering, (3) project-internal and
project-external code search find solutions for different types of misuses and
thus are complementary, (4) incorporating prior knowledge of the misused API
into the search has a negligible effect.
Keywords API Misuses · Error Detection · Change-Based Code Analysis ·
Pattern Mining
1 Motivation
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) enable programmers to reuse ex-
isting functionality from libraries. However, since programmers are not always
familiar with the particularities of a certain library, they can misuse its API.
Generally spoken, these API misuses denote usages that were non-intended by
the developers of the library and eventually lead to negative behavior in the
client code, for example, performance losses or software crashes.
The reasons why programmers introduce API misuses are manyfold and in-
clude unknown knowledge on the API usage domain, missing documentation,
inconsistent or complex API design (e.g., confusing method names), or un-
known internal dependencies of the API implementation Robillard and Deline
(2011); Zibran et al. (2011); Hou and Li (2011); Nadi et al. (2016); Oliveira
et al. (2018). In a study on real bug fixes Zhong and Su (2015), the authors
showed that half of their analyzed fixes involved at least one API-specific
change to resolve the bug. Even worse, API misuses appear in different shapes.
A study of 90 API misuses, therefore, introduced a first Misuse Classification
scheme (MuC Amann et al. (2018). The MuC distinguishes between missing
and redundant API elements such as method calls, conditions, iterations, and
exception handling. In addition to this classification, other typical classes of
misuses are incorrect ordering of method calls or incorrect usage of parame-
ters Robillard et al. (2013); Frolin S. Ocariza et al. (2013).
Therefore, recent research strives to invent automated methods for detect-
ing API misuses. Due to increasing computational power, data mining tech-
niques have become prominent in finding so-called API specifications Robillard
et al. (2013). An API specification is a formal model describing properties of
the correct usage of APIs. On the highest level, API specifications have so far
been distinguished into two categories, namely, dynamic invariants and pre-
and post-conditions as well as usage patterns Ammons et al. (2002). Dynamic
invariants reason about program state and how it changes with regard to API
usages Ernst et al. (2001, 2007). They vary in their representation form regular
expressions over finite-state automata Ammons et al. (2002); Yang and Evans
(2004); Gabel and Su (2008); Pradel and Gross (2009), up to temporal speci-
fications Wasylkowski et al. (2007); Wasylkowski and Zeller (2011). Similarly,
various representations of API usage patterns have been proposed in prior
research such as API method call pairs Weimer and Necula (2005), associa-
tion rules Livshits and Zimmermann (2005); Li and Zhou (2005), API method
call sequences Thummalapenta and Xie (2007), trees Allamanis and Sutton
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(2014), or graphs Nguyen et al. (2009); Amann (2018). However, in essence,
they represent structural or temporal constraints between the elements of an
API. Both types of specifications can be used by (different) program analysis
tools to discover and report violations as API misuses. Some approaches use
Bayesian inference to learn the correct usage of APIs from code examples Al-
lamanis and Sutton (2014); Murali et al. (2017). In this paper, we focus on
API usage patterns which are inferred from existing source code through data
mining.
A major issue of API usage pattern mining is the typically very high num-
ber of false positives, i.e., patterns originating from random co-occurrences of
code elements, (e.g., method calls). In the last decades, numerous techniques
aimed at decreasing the number of false positives Li and Zhou (2005); Livshits
and Zimmermann (2005); Thummalapenta and Xie (2007); Wasylkowski et al.
(2007); Gabel and Su (2008); Nguyen et al. (2009); Pradel and Gross (2009);
Zhong et al. (2009); Wasylkowski and Zeller (2011); Allamanis and Sutton
(2014); Murali et al. (2017); Amann (2018)
The general procedure of mining usage patterns and detecting API misuses
comprises the following five steps:
1. Collect a representative set of source code for mining
2. Transform this code set into an intermediate representation (e.g., execution
traces (Yang et al. 2006), syntax trees (Allamanis and Sutton 2014), API
usage graphs (Amann 2018))
3. Conduct a frequent pattern mining approach (e.g., association rule min-
ing (Li and Zhou 2005), sequence mining (Zhong et al. 2009), subgraph
mining (Amann 2018)) on this representation
4. Filter generated patterns based on suitable ranking metrics (e.g., support,
confidence or others (Le and Lo 2015))
5. Compare the usage of the API with those of the highest-ranked patterns
and report violations as misuses (Amann 2018)
While the last four steps got much attention in recent research, little effort
(e.g., by Le Goues and Weimer (Le Goues and Weimer 2012)) was put into the
initial step of source code acquisition. However, the quality of the input data
has a significant impact on the results of any data mining algorithm. False
or noisy data results in bad –or at least unpredictable– results, as seen with
classifiers (Agrawal and Menzies 2018).
Therefore, we propose and analyze different strategies which aim at im-
proving the input data for the pattern mining. The goal is to select source
code in such a way that it contains a high density of relevant patterns with
regard to a particular API misuse. We refer to such patterns as fixing patterns.
Thus, by increasing the relative frequency of fixing patterns in the data set, we
increase the likelihood that support-based algorithms are will find the fixing
patterns rather than other irrelevant or false positive patterns.
Our strategy is based on the analysis of code changes, i.e., commits in a
version control system. The idea is to incrementally analyze only the small
subsets of code that are affected by a change and to use this very specific
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context for a focussed API misuse detection. To this end, we search for source
code files with similar but correct API usages regarding the changed code and
further filter these using different strategies. We compared these strategies
by using known, real-word API misuses and their respected fixes from the
MUBench benchmark (Amann et al. 2016). In particular, we determine how
frequently the known (or similar) fixes are found in the filtered sets and use this
information to identify the best strategy (i.e., that with the highest relative
frequency).
Afterward, we checked whether an existing support-based API pattern min-
ing approach can find these fixing patterns.
Using this approach, we answer the following research questions (RQs).
RQ1 Does the changed-based code analysis sufficiently reduce the number of
code snippets to efficiently perform API misuse detection
RQ2 Which filtering strategy yields to the highest relative frequency of fixing
patterns in the retrieved source files?
RQ3 Does an existing API usage pattern miner then find those fixing patterns?
For replicability, we provide our data sets and scripts used in our evalua-
tion as replication package1. In addition to answering these questions, we also
contribute a process for API misuse detection that seamlessly integrates into a
regular continuous integration (CI) process. Assume a developer edits a code
base and commits her changes to a CI system. Then this system can conduct
the change-based code analysis and triggers the code search for source files
containing similar API usages. Based on these source files an arbitrary API
usage pattern mining approach infers fixing patterns whose violations would
then be reported to the developer as API misuses in the respective commit.
This process and the analyzed filtering strategies are introduced in the fol-
lowing Section 2. Then we present our results of the evaluation of the three
research questions (Section 3). Afterward, we discuss potential threats to va-
lidity (Section 4) of our results as well as differences and similarities to related
work (Section 5). Finally, we conclude our results and present future work
(Section 6).
2 Process and Strategies of a Change-Based API Misuse Detection
Within this section, we first present our envisioned process of an API misuse
detection integrating search and filtering strategies to improve the input data
for API usage pattern mining. Second, we discuss the notion of different search
and filtering strategies.
2.1 A Vision of a Change-Based API Misuse Detection and Correction
Figure 1 depicts our envisioned API misuse detection process. It describes
how our analyzed search and filter strategies, the API usage pattern mining,
1 available under http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3956251
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Fig. 1: Envisioned API Misuse Detection and Correction Process
as well as the final detection and correction, can be seamlessly integrated into
an ordinary continuous integration (CI) process.
We consider a developer who commits changes in her client project into a
version control system. Assuming that some of these changes could contain an
API misuse ( 1 ), our process conducts an API change analysis ( 2 ) based on
the changeset of that commit. The goal of this step is to locate the changed
methods and to extract the affected API usages and their context from each
method. Based on this information, step 3 searches for each method other
source code samples (either from this or from foreign repositories) with similar
API usages. These, in turn, are further filtered ( 4 ). The steps 3 and 4
describe the search and filter strategies, which we present in detail in the
upcoming section and evaluate in Section 3
The filtered code is then transformed ( 5 ) into an intermediate data rep-
resentation (e.g., method call sequences, abstract syntax trees, API usage
graphs) to be further processed by an API usage pattern miner. This miner
conducts a frequent pattern mining approach ( 6 ) and generates a list of
ranked API usage patterns (e.g., ordered by support).
Then, the process checks whether the changed version of the client code
violates one or multiple of the highest-ranked API usage patterns ( 7 ). In case
of violations, one can generate patch-candidates based on the violated usage
patterns ( 8 ). After validating and selecting a fitting patch, the developer can
use it to fix the misuse ( 9 ).
We envision these steps to be set up in an ordinary CI process. Thus,
whenever developers commit code changes they get instant feedback whether
or not the changes introduced an API misuse. In case of a misuse, commits
can be automatically requested to be revised, for instance, by the patches
suggested to correct the misuse.
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2.2 Search and Filtering Strategies
To improve the input data of the mining step, we propose different strate-
gies for searching and filtering source code to increase the ratio of relevant
source code in terms of finding fixing patterns. In this section, we describe the
main steps and the intuition behind these strategies. Note that our evaluation
(cf. Section 3) is based on Java as a programming language. Therefore, some
technical details refer to particularities of that language and may need to be
adapted for use with other programming languages.
In the general process (cf. Figure 2), first, we extract the set of changed
methods ( A ) from a single commit. Then, for each changed method, we con-
duct a separate API change analysis ( B ). This analysis extracts a set of
relevant API import statements, i.e., those that import a type of a third-party
library used in the considered method, and a set of keywords describing the
context of the API usage, i.e., a set of type and method names from third-
party libraries. Using the set of API import statements, we conducted a code
search for files that also import these types ( C ). Afterward, we filtered the
files ( D ) and the method declarations ( E ). In the following paragraphs, we
describe each step in detail.
Commit The commit step ( A ) extracts the set of changed methods from
a commit which may have introduced API misuses. Note that during our
evaluation, we specifically investigate misuse-introducing commits of known
API misuses. We obtained these commits from the information given in the
analyzed benchmark. Details are described in Section 3.
We inferred the changed methods using the version control system (i.e.,
git diff) and extracted the set of changed source files with the respective
changed lines. Then we parsed these changes and located those method decla-
rations that were at least partially affected by these changes. These methods
constitute the scope for the following analyses. We cannot restrict these only
to the changed lines, because it does not necessarily contain all information
required to detect misuses. For example, based on a previous method call or-
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1 package my.own.pkg.subpkg;
2
3 import a.b.AClass;
4 import a.b.BClass;
5 import a.b.CClass;
6 import x.y.ZClass;
7 import x.v.*;
8 import my.own.pkg.QClass;
9
10 public class Foo extends AClass {
11 @Override
12 protected ZClass doSomething(BClass bObj) {
13 super.doSomething(bObj);
14 QClass myQObj =
callThisMethod(RClass.rMethodCall ());
15 return myQObj.mergeWithZClass(bObj);
16 }
17 }
Keywords
BClass
ZClass
rMethodCall
AClass
doSomething
mergeWithZClass
callThisMethod
API Imports
import a.b.AClass;
import a.b.BClass;
import x.y.ZClass;
Fig. 3: Example of a keyword extraction for the doSomething-method. Left:
Source Code from which keywords are extracted. Right: Set of extracted API
import statements and keywords
der, an additional method call may introduce a misuse, e.g., an invalid double
initialization of an object. Moreover, the effort to analyze the method scope
is still manageable. This is important as a complex and long-lasting analysis
would impede the development process.
API Change Analysis For each method detected in the previous step, we ini-
tiate a separate API change analysis and a subsequent search and filtering
process. In the API change analysis ( B ), we want to discover which API ele-
ments from outside of the current project’s scope were changed by the commit.
Note that we only considered third-party-libraries for two reasons. First, for
project-internal API elements, i.e., types and methods that are declared within
the analyzed project, it is very unlikely to find usage patterns in external code.
Since we are comparing project-internal and project-external (i.e., in foreign
projects) code search strategies this comparison would be fairly biased. Second,
usages of the java.lang APIs are far too common and introduce too much
noise into the filter process.
Intuitively, the discovered API elements correspond to the keywords that
a developer would use when searching for similar code on the web. To identify
useful API elements, we reviewed the real-world misuses from the MUBench
benchmark Amann et al. (2016). Using of these code samples, we identified
common patterns of code features that describe the API usage and its context.
In addition, Zhong et al. provided some insights into which code features
indicate API usage Zhong et al. (2009).
We exemplify the identified code features describing the relevant API ele-
ments in Figure 3.
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The used data types of third-party-libraries are important indicators for
API usage. In general, we consider a data type as a relevant API element if it
is used in the analyzed method and originates from a third-party-library, i.e. is
explicitly imported via an import statement and does not originate from the
project itself. The usage of a data type in a method means one of the following
five alternatives:
– the type is applied as parameter type of that method
– the type is applied as a return type of that method
– the type is applied as thrown type in the method’s declaration
– the type is explicitly mentioned in an expression inside of the method’s
body
– the type is inherited from the class of that method and the method over-
rides the method declaration, explicitly denoted by an @Override annota-
tion
Considering the method doSomething in our example, this covers the data
types AClass, BClass, and ZClass. Since type CClass is not used in the
method, it is not extracted.
We consider data-types as imported when there exists an explicit import-
statement that ends with that type name. For example in Figure 3, the type
BClass used in line 12 is imported via the import-statement in line 4 (import
a.b.BClass;). On the other hand, assume that the type RClass used in line
14 is imported via the wildcard import-statement in line 7 (import x.v.*;).
Since this type name is not explicitly mentioned, it is not considered as rele-
vant.
Moreover, we checked whether the used types related to a project-internal
or a third-party library. This was done by checking whether the import-
statements has the same prefix (i.e., qualifiers of that data type) as the package-
statement in that class declaration. Particularly, we checked whether the first
three qualifiers are identical to those of a particular import (e.g., my.own.pkg
in Figure 3). The rationale is that regarding the naming convention of pack-
ages in Java2, the first three qualifiers usually identify the package. In case that
only one or two qualifiers are used in the package, we only check whether these
are prefixes of the respective import-statement. If no package name is given,
which did not occur in our evaluation data set, we ignore all data types. For
example, the import-statement of type QClass in line 8 has the same prefix,
i.e. my.own.pkg, as the respective package-statement. Thus is not extracted
as relevant API element.
All import-statements whose data types were found to be relevant API
elements are added to the API imports set. The respective type names are
added to the keywords set.
Note that besides the data types used in the method declaration and its
body, we also add the names of inherited types, if the method under investi-
gation is overridden (indicated by the @Override annotation). In such a case,
2 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/package/namingpkgs.html
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we also add the method name of the overridden method declaration, which
is usually not considered, to the keywords set. This is reasonable since some
framework APIs (e.g., Eclipse, Android) are frequently accessed by inheritance
and thus could be misused.
Additionally, we extended the keyword list with the names of all methods
that were called in the investigated method. This included calls to project-
internal and to java.lang data types. The reason is that we only consider
source code changes and we cannot completely resolve all data types from this
partial code. Thus, sometimes it was not possible to decide whether a method
belonged to an internal, java.lang, or a third-party-library type.
Note that in cases where we cannot resolve the original API to which a
method call belongs, internal method names may be included in the keyword
set. We treat this phenomenon within the file and method filtering steps.
Searching Source Files (searchloc and searchimp) The goal of the code search
is to find code that is similar to the investigated method in terms of its API
usages. In our cascaded search process, the first step ( C ) applies the API
import-set as a set of keywords to find files that imported the relevant API
types that were identified in the previous step.
Here, we used the two different search strategies searchloc and searchimp.
First, we distinguished between where we searched for similar code, namely
internal code, i.e. from the same project, or external code, i.e. originating
from a foreign project (searchloc). Second, we varied which keywords from
the API import set were used. In the first version, we applied all extracted
import statements as keywords. In the second one, we only used the misused
import statements, i.e., statements that imported misused APIs (searchimp).
We discuss the rationale for both strategies in the following.
Regarding searchloc, Amann discussed that other API usages can be found
either internally, i.e. in the same project, or externally, i.e. in other pro-
jects (Amann 2018). The internal search can find correct API usages or al-
ready fixed API misuses in other locations in the same project. This is, for
example, indicated by the plastic surgery hypothesis from automatic program
repair (Le Goues et al. 2019). On the other hand, the external code search is
likely to provide more and diverse data, and thus increases the likelihood to
find similar source code.
We applied searchimp using different sets of extracted import statements,
namely, all vs. misused imports. The rationale is that to obtain the misused
import statements we have to conduct a preliminary analysis to extract them,
for example, a kind of suspiciousness measurement of used APIs. While in our
evaluations, we already know the misused API from the information of our
data set (cf. Section 3.1), in practice, we usually don’t. Therefore, we check
whether such a preliminary analysis would significantly increase the likelihood
to find fixing patterns or not.
File Filtering (filterfile) After searching, our process filters files regarding
the keyword set ( D ) that is further denoted as filterfile. We do not expect
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that all keywords have to be used in a similar file because some keywords could
belong to a co-applied API or to method names of internal APIs. Therefore, we
introduce a measurement - so-called satisfaction ratio (sr) for files to estimate
to which degree these contain the keywords. The satisfaction ratio describes
the proportion of keywords found in a source file srcF ile with respect to the
keyword set kwSet. It is defined as follows:
sr(srcF ile, kwSet) =
|{kw ∈ kwSet if srcF ile contains kw}|
|kwSet|
A satisfaction ratio of 0 does not require and keywords to be present,
while a satisfaction ratio of 1 requires all keywords to be present. We do not
believe that either extreme is useful to increase the relative frequency of fixing
patterns. While the first strategy does not require the file to be similar at all,
the second strategy would yield too few results. Thus, in our evaluation, we
consider different values of the satisfaction ratio between 0 and 1.
Note that this step could be technically integrated into the previous code
search. However, in this paper, we want to determine the effect of each single
filtering step and therefore these steps are separated.
Method Filtering (filtermethod) In the second, so-called filtermethod strategy
( E ), we extracted those methods from the source files that contained at least
one of the keywords in the keyword set. This is a more fine-grained approach.
Moreover, the envisioned API misuse detection considers the method scope,
and therefore reducing the number of methods while keeping related ones can
increase the relative frequency of the patterns. Since our applied API usage
miner by Amann (Amann et al. 2018) works on the intra-procedure level, we
do not expect issues through the mining itself.
We filtered the methods by parsing each file and generating the token sets
for all methods. After removing syntax elements and Java keywords, we check
if at least one keyword is contained in the remaining set.
Note that we did not apply several different satisfaction ratios as in the
previous step. We deemed the effect to be non-significant since it the number of
potential keywords is far less on the method than on the file scope. Moreover,
this reduces the number of strategy variants to be evaluated.
After introducing the filtering steps, in the upcoming section, we discuss
how we evaluate our process and in particular the different strategies for
searching and filtering source files. We then interpret the results of the evalu-
ation with respect to our three research questions.
3 Evaluation
We evaluated our approach by means of the MUBench benchmark (Amann
et al. 2016)3. This benchmark represents a set of real, validated API misuses
3 https://github.com/stg-tud/MUBench
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from open-source projects validated. Since we found not all misuses to be us-
able for our evaluation, we selected a subset for our analyses. We describe this
data acquisition in Section 3.1. Moreover, we explain how we obtained the API
misuse-introducing commits and the respective API Usage Graphs, the inter-
mediate data representation, based on the implementation by Amann (Amann
2018)4.
Afterward, we evaluate our three research questions. For each question, we
first, describe our methodology, second, present the results of our evaluation,
and third, summarize the main results and implications.
3.1 Data Acquisition and Processing
Selecting API Misuses We considered an initial set of 245 API misuses from
Java projects obtained on February, 5th 2019 from the MUBench benchmark5.
For each misuse in this benchmark, the authors provide a file describing the
meta information of the misuse, which essentially includes the version control
system, the misused API, the fixing commit (i.e., that commit that fixed the
misuse). From these misuses, we selected those 103 that are introduced within
a project using the git-version control system and for which the benchmark
provides a fixing commit. The rationale for git is that it is one of the most
frequently applied version control systems6. Since we need the fixing commit to
identify the misuse-introducing commit, this is also a mandatory requirement.
Then, we further removed 66 misuses due to the following reasons:
– misuses are essentially duplicates, i.e., the misuse of the serialization of
an object in a testing context in the jodatime-project - we only kept one
version of that misuse (36)
– misuses of a java.lang-API, which is not covered by our method (18)
– misuses of an internal, i.e., project-related, API, from which we do not
expect to find correct usages in external projects (8)
– non-distinguishable misuse, i.e., same API misuse in the same method in
the same class - we only kept one version of each misuse (2)
– misuse is a false parameter, which cannot be represented by the used in-
termediate representation (2)
Thus, we kept 37 misuses for our analysis.
Detecting API Misuse-introducing Commits In MUBench its creators already
identified the fixing commit, i.e. the commit in which the misuse was corrected.
However, we are also interested in the API misuse-introducing commit, i.e.,
the commit that made the changes that lead to the misuse. For that purpose,
we checked out the fixed version and identified those lines of code that had
4 https://github.com/stg-tud/MUDetect
5 commit b8124077 from https://github.com/stg-tud/MUBench.git
6 https://www.openhub.net/repositories/compare
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to be changed to fix the misuse via the command git diff. We then ob-
tained the previous version of the fixing commit and run the command git
blame7 to identify in which commit these lines were added to the repository.
We denote this commit as the misuse-introducing commit. Note that in case
of multiple different commits, i.e., among differently added lines, we chose the
latest commit, since this indicates the point in time when the misuse was ‘com-
plete’. This essentially is a git-adapted version of the SZZ-algorithm (S´liwerski
et al. 2005), which was designed for usage with the CVS version control sys-
tem. With these remaining 37 misuse-introducing commits, we evaluated the
change-based code analysis.
Collecting Similar Source Files We also need different sets of source files for
the internal and external code search (cf. Section 2.2). For the internal search
we used all source files from the same project and revision of the misuse-
introducing commit, excepting the file that contained the misuse.
We conducted the external search by means of the Searchcode engine8.
Searchcode accesses well-known code repositories such as GitHub, BitBucket,
Google Code, and GitLab. Compared to other code search engines such as
Boa (Dyer et al. 2013) and GHTorrent (Gousios 2013), this engine provides
access to individual source files without having to download the whole project.
Due to internal restrictions at the time of our analysis, Searchcode returns at
most 1000 source files ordered by relevance. We contacted Searchcode’s devel-
oper to clarify the definition of relevance and were informed that it is estimated
based on the proximity of detected keywords a file. Thus, a file containing the
keywords as “foo bar” is ranked higher than a file having “foo” and “bar” sep-
arated in different parts of the file. We ran two search sessions for each misuse
to collect source files. In the first one, we only searched with the misused
API import statement(s). In the second session, we used all extracted import
statements. We downloaded both sets via Searchcode’s REST API9 between
February 7’th and February 8’th 2019 and eventually merged both sets. Due
to an error, we repeated the analysis for the logblock-logblock-2 15 misuse
on December 12’th. We prevented source files from the same project from be-
ing found by excluding all files with the same prefix in the package-statement
as used in that internal project. Moreover, we excluded all source files which
generation of the API Usage Graph occupied too much memory and caused
the generation script to crash on our evaluation system.
API Usage Graphs For the analysis of RQ2 and RQ3, we utilized an intermedi-
ate source code representation, namely the API usage graph (AUG) introduced
by Amann (Amann 2018). This directed multigraph is a static code represen-
tation, which depicts data- as well as control flow properties. In this respect,
it is specifically tailored to representing the API usages of a single method
7 https://git-scm.com/docs/git-blame
8 https://searchcode.com/
9 https://searchcode.com/api/
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1 package my.own.pkg;
2
3 import a.b.AClass;
4 import a.b.BClass;
5 import a.b.CClass;
6
7 public class SampleClass {
8
9 AClass aObj = new AClass ();
10
11 protected Integer myFancyMethod(CClass
cObj) {
12 BClass bObj = new BClass ();
13 return bObj.doSomething(aObj , cObj);
14 }
15 }
BClass.doSomething()
UNKNOWN
def
<return>
order
CClass
para
para
BClass.<init>
orderBClass
def
order
recv
AClass
para
Fig. 4: Example of an API Usage Graph of the myFancyMethod-method in the
SampleClass on the left hand-side
and is therefore ideal for our analyses. Moreover, this data structure enables
us to also reuse the corresponding API usage pattern miner, which was also
introduced by Amann.
Figure 4 shows a small example of an AUG. The AUG consists of different
types of nodes and edges. Rectangles denote action nodes, e.g. method calls,
while ellipses represent data nodes, e.g. object instances. In addition to simple
method calls, e.g. doSomething, there also exist special actions, e.g. <init>
for constructor calls or <return> for return-statements. Data nodes usually
represent object instances labeled with their respective type. If a type cannot
be inferred statically from the code it is labeled as ‘UNKNOWN’. In the example,
the return type of the doSomething method is UNKNOWN since the declaration
of the method is missing and therefore the type resolution could not decide
whether it is of type Integer or of one of its subclasses.
Besides having different types of nodes, AUGs also feature different kinds
of edges, i.e., control flow edges (dashed) and data flow edges (solid). Control
flow edges describe structural properties of the code, e.g. the order of actions
(order-edge), while data flow edges describe how information in the form
of objects is processed through the code. This includes instance definition
(def-edge), calling methods on instances (recv-edge), or using instances as
parameters to other methods (para-edge).
For further details on the AUG and the miner please refer to the work of
Sven Amann (Amann 2018).
3.2 Commit Size Analysis (RQ1)
Methodology First, our approach uses commits to reduce the amount of source
code that is analyzed regarding an API misuse. In this first experiment, we
analyze the typical size of commits that contain API misuses, i.e., their num-
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Fig. 5: Distribution of Misuse-introducing commits among the number of
changed methods (bin size of ten)
ber of changed methods, relevant external API imports, and their number of
extracted keywords. Since API usage pattern mining may require a lot of com-
putational power and memory consumption, these values can be crucial for the
overall performance. For example, if a commit changes many methods, we also
have to conduct the same number of searching and mining tasks. Therefore, a
small number of analyzed methods per commit is desirable.
We investigated these characteristics using the 37 misuse-introducing com-
mits obtained in the previous step. For each commit, we conducted the API
change analysis by first determining the number of changed methods, and sec-
ond, extracting for each changed method the set of API import statements
and keywords as presented in Section 2.2. For parsing source code, we used
Eclipse’s JDT parser10.
We locally stored each changed method. To avoid name clashes for methods
(e.g., caused by overloading), we added a numerical ID to each method. For
every method, we then stored the sets of API imports and keywords. We
analyzed all collected information via python scripts and provide both the
data and the evaluation scripts in our replication package1.
Results In Table 1, we show detailed information on each misuse and its re-
spective misuse-introducing commit. In addition, it contains the number of
all methods in the project (Column A), the number of methods changed in
the misuse introducing commit (Column C), and the subset of those meth-
ods that were part of an external API (Column E). Note that for Column
A, we obtained the total number of methods by parsing only unique source
files identified by their md5-hash value. Thus, two methods originating from
two identical source files are only counted once. Moreover, some misuses were
introduced in the same commit. Therefore, we analyze the degree of method
reduction only for the 32 unique commits.
10 https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
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# misuse repository (subdomain MIC #methods reduction (%)
at https://github.com) A C E A2C C2E
1 alibaba-druid 1 /alibaba/druid.git de13143e0 16095 12 8 99.9 33.3
2 alibaba-druid 2 /alibaba/druid.git de13143e0 16095 12 8 99.9 33.3
3 android-rcs-rcsjta 1 /android-rcs/rcsjta.git b3445d9 10817 2275 642 79.0 71.8
4 androiduil 1 /nostra13/Android-Universal-
Image-Loader.git
9d77de9 737 279 131 62.1 53.0
5 apache-gora 56 1 /apache/gora.git e4db20a 1565 141 57 91.0 59.6
6 apache-gora 56 2 /apache/gora.git bbad5d213 1424 39 35 97.3 10.3
7 bcel 101 /apache/commons-bcel.git d532ec1 3475 2517 269 27.6 89.3
8 calligraphy 1 /chrisjenx/Calligraphy.git 1a2d0f5d 32 10 8 68.8 20.0
9 calligraphy 2 /chrisjenx/Calligraphy.git 1a2d0f5d 32 10 8 68.8 20.0
10 closure 2 /google/closure-compiler.git e5d3e5e012 11135 28 14 99.7 50.0
11 jodatime 269 /emopers/joda-time.git 08a925a31 4429 54 10 98.8 81.5
12 jodatime 339 /emopers/joda-time.git 9b01b9e8b 9054 21 11 99.8 47.6
13 jodatime 361 /emopers/joda-time.git 7fe68f297 2556 2451 519 4.1 78.8
14 jodatime 362 /emopers/joda-time.git 7fe68f297 2556 2451 519 4.1 78.8
15 jodatime 363 /emopers/joda-time.git 7fe68f297 2556 2451 519 4.1 78.8
16 lnreadera 1 /calvinaquino/LNReader-
Android.git
a514f35 3329 81 72 97.6 11.1
17 lnreadera 2 /calvinaquino/LNReader-
Android.git
a514f35d 3329 81 72 97.6 11.1
18 logblock-logblock-2 15 /emopers/LogBlock-2.git 5ea1b0b 70 5 4 92.9 20.0
19 mqtt 389 /emopers/paho.mqtt.java.git 77aa39b9 670 608 115 9.3 81.1
20 mqtt 390 /emopers/paho.mqtt.java.git f60b3721 990 59 23 94.0 61.0
21 onosendai 1 /haku/Onosendai.git Cf2de97 1618 3 2 99.8 33.3
22 openiab 1 /onepf/OpenIAB.git 00e5612 957 173 100 81.9 42.2
23 screen-notifications 1 /lkorth/screen-
notifications.git
fa75a61f 48 21 19 56.2 9.5
24 tbuktu-ntru 473 /emopers/ntru.git 4a095cc 399 13 5 96.7 61.5
25 tbuktu-ntru 474 /emopers/ntru.git e4f8688 187 8 4 95.7 50.0
26 tbuktu-ntru 475 /emopers/ntru.git 8cb6471 521 41 17 92.1 58.5
27 testng 16 /cbeust/testng.git 234c85874 5557 21 19 99.6 9.5
28 testng 17 /cbeust/testng.git b68cf6de8 5479 18 17 99.7 5.6
29 testng 21 /cbeust/testng.git 24341340b 5432 14 11 99.7 21.4
30 testng 22 /cbeust/testng.git 79cd443f 4395 4 2 99.9 50.0
31 thebluealliancea 1 /Adam8234/the-blue-alliance-
android.git
be7b752 1168 10 10 99.1 0.0
32 thomas-s-b-visualee 29 /emopers/visualee.git 14e3f03 152 76 33 50.0 56.6
33 thomas-s-b-visualee 30 /emopers/visualee.git 14e3f03b 152 76 33 50.0 56.6
34 thomas-s-b-visualee 32 /emopers/visualee.git d4dc0ba 250 1 1 99.6 0.0
35 tucanmobile 1 /Tyde/TuCanMobile.git 805f770 62 11 9 82.3 18.2
36 ushahidia 1 /ushahidi/-
Ushahidi Android.git
db2b310 4405 63 40 98.6 36.5
37 wordpressa 1 /wordpress-mobile/-
WordPress-Android.git
88368deadbe 5453 70 39 98.7 44.3
MIC: Misuse-introducing commit; A: All methods; C: Changed methods in the MIC
E: All methods from C that contain at least one external (third-party) API
A2C: Reduction from all to changed methods
C2E Reduction from changed to changed methods that contain at least one external (third-party) API
Table 1: Misuses with the characteristics of their misuse-introducing commits
First, we considered all methods that were affected by the commit, regard-
less of whether this change edited an external API or not. Figure 5 plots the
distribution of misuse-introducing commits for increasing numbers of changed
methods. The majority of 25 misuses modified less than 100 methods, while
nine outliers had up to 2517 changed methods (i.e., misuse bcel 101). When
considering only those methods for which we found imports of third-party li-
braries, the huge numbers shrink drastically as denoted by Figure 6. Since
we only consider API misuses of third-party libraries, we do not need to in-
vestigate methods for which we cannot infer an import statement. Then, 26
misuses changed less than 100 methods, with 18 of them having less than 20
changed methods. Still, there exist six extreme outlier commits with 100 or
more changed methods.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of Misuse-introducing commits among the number of
changed methods with at least one extracted external API (bin size of ten)
Our results show that we can effectively reduce the number of methods for
later API misuse detection by considering only changed methods. Particularly,
we compared the reduction against the number of methods that existed in the
commit right after the misuse-introducing commit as a starting point. Consid-
ering all 32 unique commits we have an average reduction of 81.9% (median
96.2%). Further, we decreased the number of methods by checking whether
these contained an API from a third-party library. By that means, we reduced
the number of methods on average by 15.6% (median 11.6%). An interesting
observation is that in cases in which the change-based approach could not re-
duce many methods (i.e., jodaetime 361-jodaetime 363 and mqtt 389) this
step could effectively do so. The mean number of changed methods is ≈ 287.6
(median 33.5), while after the removal of methods without a change to a third-
party library this number is reduced to ≈ 71.2 (median 18). In total, we could
reduce the number of methods on average by 86.4% (median 96.8%).
In a second step, we investigated the number of extracted import state-
ments and the number of keywords for those methods that referenced at least
one external API (i.e., have at least one extracted import statement). These
values are interesting since they indicate how many APIs potentially have to
be analyzed. Moreover, having a huge number of keywords would also reduce
the number of files satisfying the satisfaction ratio in the file filtering step.
On the other hand, it increases the chance of including more methods in the
method filtering step, since more methods may match at least one of these
words.
Figure 7 shows the distributions of the numbers of import statements
among the changed methods with at least one external API for each misuse.
We can observe that the majority of methods have at most 5 import state-
ments estimated by the upper whiskers (1.5 of the interquartile range). On
average for methods with at least one imported third-party API, 1.8 (median
1) import statements were found. However, there are still outliers that refer
up to 28 imports (i.e., android-rcs-rcsjita 1).
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Fig. 7: Distribution of the number import statements among the misuses for
methods with at least one third-party import involved
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Fig. 8: Distribution of the number extracted keywords among the misuses for
methods with at least one third-party import involved
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searchloc internal external
searchimp all imports misused imports
filterfile sr=0.0 sr=0.25 sr=0.5 sr=0.75 sr=1.0
filtermethod applied not applied
Table 2: Different configurations for the analysis of file searching (i.e., searchloc
and searchimp) and filtering (i.e., filterfile and method filtermethod)
Regarding the number of keywords (Figure 8), usually, at most 20 keywords
are extracted - once again estimated by the upper whiskers. In extreme cases
(i.e., android-rcs-rcsjita 1) the number of keywords rises up to 79. On
average 6.3 keywords are extracted (median 4).
Moreover, we checked the ability of the code change analysis to extract the
import statement(s) of the misused API(s) in the investigated method. This
is important since our method uses these imports to find similar API usages.
In case we did not extract the misused API, we hardly expect to find similar
API usages. We know the misused API(s) based on the meta-description in the
MUBench dataset. For 31 out of 37 misuses, our method successfully extracted
the import statement of the misused API.
Implications Our results show that the change-based API analysis can effec-
tively reduce the amount of source-code that has to be analyzed. At the same
time, it is still able to determine the respective misused API in 31 out of 37
cases and on average does not extract too many import statements (mean
1.8) and keywords (mean 6.3). However, some extreme cases with 642 changed
methods, 79 extracted keywords, and 28 different external import statements
remain and require additional analyses to reduce the amount of data. For ex-
ample, one can perform the API misuse detection approach only on the most
suspicious methods (e.g., very complex methods, frequently changed methods),
which are indicated by properties found in the change-based error detection
domain (cf. Section 5.1).
3.3 Filtering Analysis (RQ2)
Methodology We conducted the analysis of all search and filter strategies (i.e.,
searchloc, searchimp, filterfile, and filtermethod) as described in Section 2.2.
As illustrated in Table 2 the analyzed strategies comprise 40 different configu-
rations, all of which were evaluated for each of the 37 misuses. This sums up to
1480 different configurations. We implemented different scripts for conducting
the strategies and obtained similar source files from the internally and exter-
nally for the searchloc as described in Section 3.1. Regarding the searchimp-
step, we obtained the misused import statements by the meta-description of
the misuses in the MUBench benchmark. With respect to the filterfile strat-
egy, we tested different values for the satisfaction ratio in the interval [0, 1]
and including the extremes sr = 0.0 (no keyword has to be matched) and
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sr = 1.0 (all keywords have to be matched). Since we estimate the best value
for the satisfaction ratio without having too many configurations, we split
the interval in four quarters, i.e., [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1]. Finally, we applied the
filtermethod-step by using the extracted sets of keywords.
For each configuration, we computed the relative pattern frequency. This
describes how often a fixing pattern was found in the set of methods obtained
from the retrieved source files. We obtained this by conducting the following
five steps:
1. We manually distilled one or multiple variants of the fixing pattern by
means of the known fix from the MUBench benchmark.
2. We generated the AUG for each fix
3. We generated the AUG of all methods obtained from the particular con-
figuration.
4. We count how often the fixing pattern AUG is a subgraph in the set of
AUGs obtained by a particular configuration.
5. We selected that pattern with the highest number of occurrences and di-
vided that number with the number of AUGs.
Since the subgraph isomorphism problem is NP-hard, we only checked a
relaxed condition. In particular, we only checked whether the set of nodes and
the set of edges of the fixing pattern AUG is a subset of the set of nodes and
the set of edges of the candidate AUG. This, consequently, introduce
We then compared the different configurations based on the relative pat-
tern frequency. For that purpose, we applied the non-parametric Wilcoxon
signed-rank test to determine whether the differences in the set of different
configuration groups (if any exist) are significant. We chose this test instead
of, for instance, the parametric t-test, since we cannot be sure that the relative
pattern frequency follows a normal distribution. Particularly, the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test has the null hypothesis that two paired groups originate from
the same distribution. We reject the null hypothesis with α = 0.05. For our
analysis, these groups represent the relative pattern frequencies obtained from
the strategies. Thus, the elements of the groups are paired by their misuse.
Since the tests assume the elements of the single groups to be independent, we
cannot simply split all frequency values from all configurations into two sets.
For example, the 740 configurations using filtermethod are not completely in-
dependent since in 592 configurations used the same source files but with a
different filterfile strategy. Therefore, to determine the real effect of a single
strategy, we only compared those configurations using a single search strat-
egy. When we determined the effect of one strategy the respective other filter
strategies were left out. The concrete conditions under which the groups for
comparison of the single strategies were obtained are depicted in Table 3.
Results In 748 out of 1480 cases, we obtained at least one similar source file
fitting the criteria of the respective configuration. In 383 of those configura-
tions, we found at least one occurrence of the fixing pattern. Regarding the
misuses, for 33 misuses we found similar files. As denoted before, only in 31
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Comparison of Condition to obtain independent groups
searchloc no filterfile (i.e., sr = 0); no filtermethod; each single
searchimp-strategy
searchimp no filterfile (i.e., sr = 0); no filtermethod; each single
searchloc-strategy
filterfile no filtermethod; each single searchimp and searchloc strategy
filtermethod no filterfile (i.e., sr = 0); each single searchimp and
searchloc strategy
Table 3: Overview under which conditions the groups for statistical comparison
of the single strategies were obtained
cases, we were able to correctly extract the import of the misused API. Only
for one of these 31 cases, we were not able to obtain any similar source files.
For the 3 misuses, for which we found similar source files but not based on the
misused API, our approach used other imports of shared third-party APIs.
Consequently, it only selected source files that did not contain an occurrence
of the fixing pattern. For 22 of those 30 misuses for which the misused API
import was correctly extracted and for which we found similar source files, we
found at least one fixing pattern with one of the 40 configurations.
Considering the strategies in detail, we were interested in which one has a
significant positive impact in increasing the relative pattern frequency. There-
fore, we first checked for how many misuses a particular strategy found at
least one fixing pattern and second, whether the differences between single
independent groups (denoted by Table 3) were significant w.r.t. the previously
described test.
The searchloc strategy distinguish between internal and external search.
The internal searchloc found similar files containing at least one occurrence of
the fixing pattern for seven misuses, while the external searchloc found them
for 22 misuses. Thus quantitatively, we found more fixing patterns externally.
This matches the observations made in previous work (Amann 2018). However,
considering the distribution of relative frequencies in case a fixing pattern was
found (Figure 9), we can see that the mean relative frequency (indicated by
the “x”-mark) is higher for the internal searchloc. This is true across both
API search strategies. Nevertheless, the differences in the means may arise
only from outliers of internal searchloc, while most considered misuses result
in a relative pattern frequency of zero. Using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
we could also not determine a significant difference in the distributions of the
two file search strategies. Therefore, it indicates that using both, internal and
external searchloc in a cascaded manner could be useful. For example, before
searching externally it might be worth to first search within the project itself.
This relates to the idea of the plastic surgery theorem from the automatic
program repair domain Le Goues et al. (2019).
Next, we evaluated whether prior knowledge of the misused API imports
has a significant positive impact on finding the fixing pattern. This represented
by the searchimp-strategy. As our results show, we found fixing patterns for
22 misuses when using only the misused-imports-searchimp, compared to 17
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Fig. 9: Distribution of the relative pattern frequency using different file search
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Fig. 10: Distribution of the relative pattern frequency using different API
search strategies grouped by each file search strategy
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sr misuses with
fixing patterns
0.00 22
0.25 21
0.50 21
0.75 18
1.00 4
Table 4: Number of misuses per satisfaction ratio for which at least one fixing
pattern was found
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Fig. 11: Mean values of the relative pattern frequency among different file filter
strategies (satisfaction ratio) grouped by certain search strategies
misuses when using all-imports-searchimp. When considering the relative pat-
tern frequency in Figure 10, we cannot observe a significant difference between
the two strategies using either internal or external code search. The Wilcoxon
test also supported this observation. This indicates that prior knowledge of the
misused API has only a moderate impact on increasing the number of fixing
patterns. Considering that likely there exits no perfect method for identifying
the misused API, it is reassuring to see that the results without such a method
are not that much worth.
filterfile was applied for five different sr values (cf. Table 4). We observed
that the number of misuses, for which we found at least one fixing pattern,
was relatively stable (slightly drops from 22 to 18 misuses) with increasing sr,
however, it drastically drops to four misuses for sr = 1.
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The relative pattern frequency is usually constant (w.r.t. to the means)
while dropping for sr = 1 (cf. Figure 11). When comparing the distribu-
tions of srs combined with different strategies for searchloc and searchimp,
we determined a significant difference between sr = 1 and every other group
of searchloc and searchimp except for applying internal searchloc with all im-
ports searchimp. Note that for the internal searchloc there are very few results
so that the statistical tests may not be as reliable as for the external searchloc.
Regarding the aspect of its lower relative frequency (e.g., in means), we can
conclude that filterfile with sr = 1 has a negative effect. While indicated by
the mean values, the Wilcoxon test could not determine a significant difference
in the distributions for filterfile with sr = 0.75 and all distributions with a
lower sr. For configurations using external searchloc, we could determine a
significant difference between filterfile with sr = 0 and sr = 0.25 as well
as sr = 0 and sr = 0.5. With respect to the mean values of these groups
filterfile has a slightly positive effect on the relative pattern frequency. Note
that the respective median values are almost always zero for the different in-
dependent groups of filterfile. Therefore, we conclude that filterfile usually
has a moderate positive effect on the relative pattern frequency up to sr = 0.5.
Finally, we analyzed the filtermethod strategy. Our findings are that by
using filtermethod we could find fixing patterns for 21 misuses while finding
fixes for 22 misuses when applying no filtermethod. As depicted in Figure 14,
we observe a higher relative pattern frequency when applying the method filter
strategy. Using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we could determine that the
difference in distributions between applying and not applying filtermethod is
significant. Note that due to the small number of unequal results for inter-
nal searchloc the normal approximation used by the test might not hold and
therefore should be taken with caution. However, this result indicates that
filtermethod has a positive effect on increasing the relative pattern frequency.
Regarding all 40 configurations, the overall best configuration (with mean
≈ 0.058) consisted of (1) using the internal searchloc, (2) using only the mis-
used imports searchimp, (3) applying filterfile with sr = 0.25 and (4) apply-
ing the filtermethod. The best configuration using the external searchloc (mean
≈ 0.026)) used the misused imports searchimp, filterfile with sr = 0.75, and
applying filtermethod.
Implications Our findings show that even though an internal searchloc might
not find a pattern as often as the external searchloc, their distributions do
not significantly differ. Therefore, we suggest a cascaded approach, which first
searches for a pattern within the project and then in foreign projects.
Moreover, we conclude that prior knowledge of the misused API is likely
to have only little benefits compared to the effort associated with the required
preliminary analysis (cf. the results when applying searchimp). A possible
explanation of why multiple imports are more likely to find fixing patterns is
that these imports describe a kind of context, i.e., APIs that are frequently
used together. Including this context representation into the search increases
the chance of finding fixing patterns that fit the actual misuse.
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Fig. 12: Distribution of the relative pattern frequency using different file filter
strategies grouped by each API search strategy of internally found source code
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Fig. 13: Distribution of the relative pattern frequency using different file filter
strategies grouped by each API search strategy of externally found source code
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Fig. 14: Distribution of the relative pattern frequency applying the method
filter strategy grouped by each File and API search strategy
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When filtering source code, we found that filterfile up to sr = 0.5 has a
moderate effect on the relative pattern frequency, and thus may be applied to
further reduce the number of source files.
In contrast, the filtermethod proved to be far more effective at increasing
the relative pattern frequency. A possible explanation is that searching key-
words in the method scope yields a more accurate representation of the misuse
context than searching on the file level.
3.4 Mining Analysis (RQ3)
Methodology As versatile as the intermediate data representations are, there
are also numerous ways of mining patterns from them. Usually, frequent pat-
tern mining applies a variant of the well-known Apriori algorithm (Agrawal
et al. 1993) with the extension of using closed pattern (Pasquier et al. 1999).
A closed pattern is a pattern for which all super-patterns have lower support
values. Mining algorithms differently rank the patterns according to some met-
rics, e.g. by support (how frequently does the pattern occur in the data set)
or by confidence (how frequently do the elements of the pattern co-occur with
the pattern). It was also found out that other metrics could be more effective
in pattern mining (Le and Lo 2015).
In our experiments, we applied the API usage pattern miner by Amann,
since it works with the data structure of API usage graphs (Amann 2018). This
algorithm applies the Apriori algorithm on subgraphs by starting with individ-
ual AUG nodes and successively extending these depending on their neighbors
in the AUG. For the extension process the algorithm clusters isomorphic exten-
sions, i.e. subgraphs. Note that to cope with the graph isomorphism problem
they are using a graph vectorization heuristic. If the hash values of two graphs’
vectors are equal, the graphs are considered as isomorphic. Then a support
threshold is used to identify which recurring sub-graphs should be reported as
patterns. Further details can be found in the work of Amann (Amann 2018;
Amann et al. 2019).
In our experiments, we used the cross-method support definition of the
miner, i.e., counting in how many different methods a pattern occurs.
We only considered those 22 misuses for which we could find at least one
fixing pattern in the previous evaluation. We ran the two distinct configura-
tions, which we found to be best suited in overall. First, we conducted a mining
run on the internally obtained source code by searching with all API imports,
setting sr = 0.5, and applying the method filtering. We set the relative mini-
mal support, i.e., the ratio of absolute support to the number of all methods,
to 0.08. This value is select based on the lower quartile of the distribution
of configurations using internal file filtering which has a relative pattern fre-
quency greater than zero and rounded this value down. Second, we ran the
miner based on the externally collected source files, also using all API import
statements, sr = 0.5, and applying the method filtering. We also computed
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the relative support, in the same manner, this time considering the external
file filter strategy and result in the value of 0.004.
After mining, we sorted the patterns based on their support and selected
all patterns up to rank 20. Note that if multiple patterns had the same support
they share the same rank, while the next pattern with lower support has the
next rank value increased by the number of patterns sharing the previous rank.
For example, if two patterns share rank 1 then the next pattern has rank 3.
Then, the first two authors independently reviewed the patterns and val-
idated whether they depicted fixing ones. Particularly, we compared them
with the fixing patterns that we already used in Section 3.3 and reviewed - if
necessary - the respective documentation of the API to check for equivalent
patterns. We further distinguished between the fixing type of is pattern and is
sub-pattern or equivalent pattern. The rationale is that we rarely saw the pure
form of the pattern by itself but rather the pattern being used as a sub-pattern
in a bigger context. This is a result of the closed pattern mining. Moreover,
we found that some patterns to be semantically equivalent, which we did not
consider as fixes in the first place. Note that if we classified the pattern as is
pattern, we also marked it as is sub-pattern or equivalent pattern. Hence the
right-hand side of Table 5 can be considered as accumulated results.
We measured the agreement of the reviewers using Cohen’s κ Cohen (1960)
and found that for internal code we had no disagreements (i.e., κ = 1) in both
cases, is pattern and is sub-pattern or equivalent pattern, respectively. For ex-
ternally obtained patterns we achieved a moderate agreement (i.e., κ ≈ 0.45)
for the is pattern review and substantial agreement (i.e., κ ≈ 0.74) for the
is sub-pattern or equivalent pattern review. We then discussed the conflicting
points to understand the reasons why the respective analysts accepted or re-
jected a particular pattern as a fix. Based on our discussion, we then agreed
on a final classification.
Results Table 5 depicts the results of our evaluation regarding the API usage
pattern mining. The miner found the fixing pattern in its ‘pure’ form for seven
misuses in the Top@10 and for eight misuses in the TOP@20 most frequent
patterns, respectively. If we relax the requirement so that the pattern can
be a sub-pattern or an equivalent (sub-)pattern, this number increases to 10
and 13 for Top@10 and Top@20, respectively. In general, more patterns, sub-
patterns, or equivalent patterns have been found in external code than in
internal code, i.e., 10 compared to 4. However, only for the misuse mqtt 389
both configurations, i.e. internal and external, found a fixing pattern. For
all other misuses, either one or the other configuration was successful. This
indicates that the combination of the two configurations, namely, internal and
external code search, is beneficial.
Nevertheless, for nine misuses, we did not find a fixing pattern in the
Top@20 highest-ranked patterns. Of these, the miner could not obtain any pat-
terns for three misuses, namely, apache gora 56 2, testng 16, and thomas-
s b visualee 32. The miner failed to find patterns for the external configu-
ration only in these three cases, while for the internal configuration it did not
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misuse pattern in Top add. is sub-pattern or
equiv. pattern in Top
@1 @5 @10 @20 @1 @5 @10 @20∑
= 22 4 7 7 8 5 9 10 13
1 alibaba druid 1 - - - - - - - -
2 alibaba druid 2 - - - - E E E E
3 android rcs rcsjta 1 - - - - - - E E
4 apache gora 56 1 - - - - - - - -
5 apache gora 56 2 - - - - - - - -
6 bcel 101 - - - - - - - -
7 jodatime 269 - - - E - - - E
8 jodatime 361 E E E E E E E E
9 jodatime 362 - E E E - E E E
10 jodatime 363 E E E E E E E E
11 logblock 2 15 - - - - - - - -
12 mqtt 389 - I I I/E - I I I/E
13 mqtt 390 - I I I - I I I
14 tbuktu ntru 473 - - - - - - - E
15 tbuktu ntru 474 - - - - - - - E
16 tbuktu ntru 475 - - - - - - - -
17 testng 16 - - - - - - - -
18 thebluealliancea 1 - - - - - - - -
19 thomas s b visualee 29 I I I I I I I I
20 thomas s b visualee 30 I I I I I I I I
21 thomas s b visualee 32 - - - - - - - -
22 ushahidia 1 - - - - - E E E
E: pattern found in external source files;
I: pattern found in internal source files;
I/E: pattern found in internal and external source files
Table 5: Number of fixing patterns found in the Top@k patterns by mining
with our predefined configurations
find any patterns for 17 misuses. For seven misuses, we found patterns but
could not retrieve a fixing pattern in the set of Top@20 ranked patterns.
During analysis, we made the observation that many patterns tend to be
very close to fixing pattern but miss some essential parts to be considered as a
solution. Moreover, we observed many very similar patterns distributed among
the highest-ranked patterns. By summarizing these results, further work could
improve the ranking results.
Implications We found fixing patterns with the two configurations obtained
from the previous research question. Still, the approach is not perfect, since we
only found patterns for around 59% of the considered misuses and around 35%
of all 37 misuses. Note that we applied the support as a very simple ranking
strategy. As it has been shown by previous work, other metrics could further
improve the results (Le and Lo 2015; Amann 2018).
We could confirm that the combination of both code search strategies con-
tributed to retrieving more fixing patterns, while the external strategy found
patterns for more misuses.
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Additionally, we observed many very similar patterns as well as incomplete
patterns in the ranking. By clustering these patters, such as done in previous
work (Zhong et al. 2009), we could decrease the number of similar patterns
to a lower number of clusters. The patterns within these clusters would then
represent a set of different possible options for applying an API in a particular
context. Depending on the strategy, one could simply pick the most frequent
pattern from each cluster or merge patterns regarding some heuristic to re-
combine the missing parts. This will be part of future work.
4 Threats to Validity
The validity of our evaluation could be subject to different threats. With
respect to related literature (Siegmund et al. 2015), we consider threats to
internal and external validity.
Internal Validity Internal validity describes to which degree we can trust our
results. Particularly, errors made in our process could harm the robustness of
our results.
In our concept, we rely on identifying similar source code which is likely
to contain fixes for a particular misuse. For this purpose, we used Search-
Code, which leverages data from different code repositories. Depending on the
concrete misuse, significant time may have passed between the misuse intro-
duction and our similar code search. Therefore the discovered code may not
yet have existed at the time the misuse was first introduced. Therefore, the
changed-based approach might find fewer fixes when executed just-in-time.
Nevertheless, we kept a consistent data set for all search strategies so that
we assume this effect to be almost equal for all strategies. Based on this as-
sumption, we still expect that our results express which strategy works best.
Moreover, while we filtered the similar code to exclude any files originating
from the source project of the misuse, our process cannot guarantee that we
do not find code originating from forks of that project. However, these threats
are to a large degree mitigated when, in particular for frequently used APIs,
we find many similar usages.
Even though our process is capable of inferring fixing patterns, we can
guarantee neither the patterns’ correctness nor their completeness. Regarding
the former, we did not check whether the fixing pattern may introduce new
errors. The latter is due to the fact that we can never be sure to have found
all possible variations of a fix. To some extent, this threat is again mitigated
when the fixing patterns exhibit higher support values, as this would likely
favor the relevant and more general fix variants.
We applied the relative pattern frequency to compare different search and
filter strategies in their ability to find fixing patterns. However, this metric
could be biased in case we retrieved a very low number of source files. For
example, the number of internally found files is usually lower than those of
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external ones. Thus, comparative statistics such as the differences in means
might be only by chance.
Finally, the first two authors independently validated whether the mined
patterns represent the respective fix or not. However, as manual validation
always has subjective aspects, this may introduce bias or noise into our eval-
uation. For this reason, we published all our results, data, and scripts as a
replication package1 and invite other researchers to validate our findings.
External Validity External Validity describes to which degree our results gen-
eralize to unknown data, i.e. other misuses from different projects.
Our MUBench-based case-study features many similar misuses. On this
point, Sven Amann, one of the authors of MUBench, noted “The benchmark
dataset may not be representative for API misuses in the wild”(Amann 2018,
p. 75). Therefore, if MUBench is subject to this limitation, the same is likely
true for our case study.
Our method and analysis refer only to API misuses in Java. We did not
study whether this method will perform similarly for other programming lan-
guages, however, if the keyword extraction is adapted, this is arguably the case
other for procedural and object-oriented languages. Regarding other program-
ming paradigms, an adaptation would likely also require conceptual adapta-
tions.
5 Related Work
Our work relates to four further software engineering fields, which we consider
in the following.
5.1 Change-Based Error Detection
The idea of detecting bugs based on commits is not new. Originally, these works
investigated metrics indicating suspicious commits that introduced bugs. This
is also known as just-in-time bug detection. Mockus and Weiss used to change
properties such as size or diffusion (e.g., number distinct files that have to
be changed) and build a model based on logistic regression to estimate the
probability of an error Mockus and Weiss (2000). Sliweski et al. introduced the
SZZ-algorithm by which they could identify bug-introducing commits by using
the version control system S´liwerski et al. (2005). We also used this algorithm
to retrieve the API misuse-introducing commits. Kim et al. trained a support
vector machine (SVM) based on information from the source code metadata
and achieved an accuracy of 78% to detect bug-inducing commits Kim et al.
(2008). However, they found the model to be too project-specific to be glob-
ally usable. Instead Kamei et al. Kamei et al. (2013), similarly to Mockus
and Weiss’ idea, used logistic regression and found a generic model achieving
an average accuracy of 68%. Their model indicates that commits with files
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that get large and frequent changes are associated with introducing bugs. An
and Khomh An and Khomh (2015) confirmed this observation regarding the
changes’ sizes and found further correlations with low developers-experience,
longer commit messages, and changes distributed across multiple files. Aug-
menting these general characteristics of suspicious commits, we have begun to
investigate the influence of API-specific information as shown in our prelimi-
nary work Nielebock et al. (2018). Other tools like ChangeLocator Wu et al.
(2017) and ChangeRanker Guo et al. (2020) improve the accuracy by apply-
ing information from automatically collected crash reports. Since we aim to
detect API misuse at the time of the commit, this data is usually not avail-
able. Other approaches detect bugs by modeling code changes as logic rules
and try to detect exceptions from these rules within the code change Kim and
Notkin (2009). Similarly, some automated bug detection and repair techniques
use previous or historical bug fixes Kim et al. (2006); Sun et al. (2010); Le
et al. (2016); Long and Rinard (2016). In contrast, our approach considers API
usages at the time of commit. However, we also worked on re-using previous
fixes to detect misuses in other repositories Nielebock et al. (2020a). Whether
using historical fixes is beneficial for our approach will be the subject of our
further work.
5.2 API Selection and Usage Recommendation
API recommendation aims to assist developers in selecting suitable APIs for
their use-case and also in correctly applying those APIs. While in our case the
API selection is fixed by the given source code, some of the search strategies
from this field inspired our approach.
Saul et al. implemented the FRAN (Find with RANdom walks) algorithm
which, given an API and a particular function, finds closely related functions
of the same APISaul et al. (2007). The Prospector assists developers in cre-
ating objects by recommending code based on the desired type of object and
likely-relevant parameters Mandelin et al. (2005). Similarly, Chan et al. use
a subgraph-based algorithm to find relevant regarding a textual query Chan
et al. (2012). Other approaches use textual input from feature requests Thung
et al. (2013b), or search for textual queries with additional sources such as
code documentations or Q&A webpages Lv et al. (2015); Rahman et al. (2016).
Thung et al. also developed an approach that suggests complete libraries based
on the respective APIs currently used in a client project Thung et al. (2013a).
The MUSE approach finds usage examples for individual specified API methods
by means of static slicing for simplification and various heuristics for rank-
ing Moreno et al. (2015). In our approach, we include data types, called meth-
ods, and import statements into the context of the API usage and use these
to find and filter similar API usages. Note that usually, we do not use all
information at the same time. Moreover, we do not expect to have access to
the declaration of those functions that are called by the query function. A
very recent approach is using an API embedding between APIs Nguyen et al.
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(2017); Chen et al. (2019), or between natural text and APIs Huang et al.
(2018) to find similar API usages. These techniques enable finding seman-
tically equivalent APIs which must necessarily share syntactical similarities.
This, however, requires the training of a neural network, which would not
scale for our envisioned use case. Moreover, applying semantically equivalent
APIs would require significant changes to the code (i.e., substituting complete
libraries) and would thus constitutes potential further sources of bugs.
5.3 Code Search and Code Recommendation
Code search is usually referred to as the task performed by developers to re-
trieve code of varying size from code snippets up to complete packages Gallardo-
Valencia and Sim (2009). The main motivations for code search are code reuse,
-repair, -understanding, -location, impact analysis, or finding suitable third-
party libraries Gallardo-Valencia and Sim (2009); Sadowski et al. (2015); Xia
et al. (2017). This indicates that the code search is heavily domain and use-
case specific. However, still, developers tend to prefer general-purpose search
engines for code search Sadowski et al. (2015); Rahman et al. (2018). In con-
trast, our goal was to find similar code examples without requiring human
interaction.
Several automatic approaches aim to facilitate the search process and the
quality of the results. These approaches range from using a domain-specific
languages Paul and Prakash (1994), the code context Holmes and Murphy
(2005); Sahavechaphan and Claypool (2006), test cases Lemos et al. (2007),
static and dynamic specifications in the form of method signatures and test
cases Reiss (2009), the documentation and slicing techniques Kim et al. (2010),
textual matching based on different ranking and natural language processing
mechanism McMillan et al. (2011), input/output code examples using SMT-
solver (Satisfiability modulo theories solver) Stolee et al. (2014), or learned
neural code embeddings Gu et al. (2018).
All these approaches usually aim to find accurate search results. In contrast,
our approach can cope with a certain degree of ‘noise’ in the search results
due to subsequent filter and mining steps. This allows us to keep the search
algorithm as lightweight as possible.
Note that the keyword search using the context is very similar to the no-
tions presented in Strathcona Holmes and Murphy (2005) and the XSnippet
tool Sahavechaphan and Claypool (2006). These tools, like our approach, used
inheritance, type- and method-call information from the method declaration
to retrieve similar code. Unfortunately, both tools were not available at the
time we conducted our experiments.
Some recent work on automated program repair by Xin and Reiss used
code search to reduce the typical huge search space for patches Xin and Reiss
(2017, 2019). In their work, they made the interesting observation that it is
worth using different search strategies for local and external code. We will
consider this, as a potential extension of our work.
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5.4 Code Clone Detection
Finding similar source code is related to retrieving syntactically and semanti-
cally equivalent source code, namely, code clones. The motivation for detecting
code clones is manifold and includes reducing maintenance effort, detecting
plagiarism, code compaction, analyzing software evolution, and bug detection.
A number of tools were developed to support clone detection Koschke (2007);
Roy et al. (2009). Deckard is well-known and uses parse tree vectorization to
find clones Jiang et al. (2007). In the recent research other tools aim to find
different levels of clones ranging from Type-3 (near-miss) to Type-4 (same
functionality) Sajnani et al. (2016); White et al. (2016); Saini et al. (2018).
For our use-case, however, clone detection is less relevant, since the fixing code
for a target API misuse by definition cannot be a clone of the former.
6 Conclusion and Further Work
This paper introduces a new approach to API misuse detection, which is based
on program-change analysis combined with similar code search and API usage
pattern mining. Recent research came up with a variety of automatic API
misuse detectors that rely on the idea to infer correct API usages from existing
code samples. However, we encountered that most approaches do not include
a process for the application in practice, i.e., they do not state when data
collection, mining, and misuse detection should take place. This, next to the
high false positives rates, impede the adoption of such methods. Our concept
targets both issues. First, our process applies API misuse detection in a just-
in-time manner whenever developers commit changes in their code. Second, to
improve the accuracy of the mining step, we defined and evaluated different
search and filter strategies to increase the relative frequencies of true positive
patterns in a set of source code before mining.
We determined the overall best search and filter strategy by analyzing 37
well-known API misuses and selecting that strategy that achieved the highest
relative frequency. Using that strategy we obtained similar source files for the
above-mentioned API misuses and mined these for usage patterns by applying
the tooling by Amann Amann (2018).
Our main findings are:
1. Considering only changed methods that modified the usage of third-party
libraries can effectively reduce the number of methods to investigate (i.e.,
on average reduction of 86.4% of methods to be analyzed).
2. Both, internal (i.e., within the project) and external (i.e., in other projects)
code search contribute to more fixing patterns being found.
3. Including knowledge of which API was misused into the search has only a
negligible effect and therefore it is generally sufficient to search for similar
API usages without exactly knowing the misused API.
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4. File filtering with keywords has only a moderate effect on increasing the
relative frequency of patterns, while method filtering with keywords has a
significant positive effect without removing too many real patterns.
5. When applying the API usage pattern miner with a simple support-driven
ranking heuristic, we could detect and manually verify fixing patterns (ei-
ther previously defined or equivalent ones) for 13 out of 37 misuses in the
top@20 ranked patterns.
Based on our results and existing related work, we plan the following ad-
ditional steps to further improve API misuse detection.
Detecting API-Misuse Commits While we found that analyzing API usage
on the commit level reduces the effort in terms of the number of methods to
analyze, we still have some huge outliers. Moreover, related work Mockus and
Weiss (2000); Kim et al. (2008); Kamei et al. (2013); An and Khomh (2015)
also suggests techniques for discriminating bug-containing from bug-free com-
mits. We plan to include these techniques as a further pre-processing step so
that API change analysis is only conducted when the commit is determined
as suspicious, such as indicated by our prior work Nielebock et al. (2018).
Additionally, to cope with huge changes consisting of several hundreds of po-
tentially misuse-containing methods, we could also transfer these techniques
to the method scope, i.e., detecting particularly suspicious methods (e.g., by
the frequency of method’s changes).
Code Search and Filtering Up to now, we aimed for a lightweight search and
filter process. That means, we avoided costly static and dynamic code anal-
yses. Assuming that we can further reduce the absolute number of methods
to analyze, however, it could be worth introducing further analysis as those
presented in Section 5.3. We also made the observation that for some APIs
there exist only few code examples. To solve this problem a recent idea is
to represent API usages in the form of a learned vector embedding, such as
API2Vec Nguyen et al. (2017). This embedding depicts semantic relations be-
tween API usages as vector operations, such as v(ListIterator.hasNext) ≈
v(StringTokenizer.hasMoreTokens) − v(StringTokenizer.nextTokens) +
v(ListIterator.next). A first notion of how this can be leveraged to map ver-
ified usage patterns from well-known APIs to equivalent, less-known APIs is
published in Nielebock et al. (2020b).
API Misuse Detection Our analysis shows that in case we have a misuse in-
troducing commit and we specifically investigate the misused method, we can
improve the relative frequency of true positive patterns in retrieved similar API
usages. However, we also have to consider to what degree our approach may
falsely classify correct API usages as misuses. Consequently, we need a larger
study, considering misuse-containing and misuse-free commits. This requires
determining misuse-free commits, automatically checking the code against the
patterns (e.g., by the approach by Amann Amann (2018)), and collecting a
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bigger set of API misuses in addition to MUBench (e.g., APIs from Android
or Apache). Finally, we need a human-based study on the usability of our
approach, since several factors exist that developers may find annoying about
this procedure and which we cannot gauge otherwise.
API Misuse Repair We envision a full-fledged process that not only detects
API misuses automatically but also suggests patches. For that purpose, we
have to incorporate the fixing pattern (i.e., that detected the misuse) back
into the original code. This requires further post-processing such as mapping
variables. Moreover, the patches need to be validated, which other automated
program repair approaches typically do by using test suites. However, we do
not have such a test suite or cannot ensure whether these tests check the API
misuse behavior Le Goues et al. (2019). Thus, we require human intervention.
To minimize that effort, we have to ensure that we have only a few patch
candidates with a high rate of true positives.
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